
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

iPad with built in iPhone7s... 
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Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

8-1-14 A George Orwell thief in Key West took 2 bike wheels off 

my trike parked at 700 Amelia between 7 am and 10 am as I 

went to Paradise Fitness to work out... today was my 23rd 

day to do 400 sit ups and 1 hour on the treadmill.... I 

stopped by Island bikes and $175 for 3 rims a set so no way I 

can ever buy 2 wheels that were stolen by one of the George 

Orwells people who know me and this web unless the Top 

Brass make contact and give me $777 Trillion for 

suppressing the electricwindmillcar and the Holocaust 2 of 

Poison gasoline exhaust... thanks call if you can help get me 

2 wheels for my trike. 

305 340 8082 Greg Buell 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 
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to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

8-1-14 Air Force, limits itself to how the USA’s most tech-

heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of 

685 kids dead in hot cars in the USA since 1998! World wide 

only the CIA has these statistics! 

8-1-14 Air Force, forbidding itself to how the USA’s most tech-

heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of 

685 kids dead in hot cars! 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

8-1-14 Air Force, "unauthorized" itself to how the USA’s most 

tech-heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, 

screams of 685 kids dead in hot cars! 

8-1-14 Air Force, limits itself to how the USA’s most tech-

heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of 

685 kids dead in hot cars! 

8-1-14 Air Force, Congress backs $225 Million bill to 

replenish Israel's Iron Dome missile defense! Breast Cancer 

Women in Israel + USA need this $225 Million more than the 

Iron Dome War Games! Sick... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

8-1-14 Air Force, 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on 

an Eiffel Tower Structure... AF + Navy built fleets of Fighter 

Jets and JFK Carriers, not 1 new Yale Medical School was 

built with the AF + Navy Oil Genocide + Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust Holocaust II Era from 1980 to 2014... sick 4 MD Wives 

Coup D'Etat. 

8-1-14 Air Force, 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on 

an Eiffel Tower Structure 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

8-1-14 Air Force, Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter 

for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West 
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for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West 

Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower 

Structure! Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build 

a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing 

Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

Addicted to "Car Toys not War Toys" 

8-1-14 Air Force, Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to 

build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing 

Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! 

Addicted to "Car Toys not War Toys" 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

8-1-14 Air Force, Story below tells how the Top Brass built 

Drones + JFK Carriers instead of New Medical Schools... 1 of 

1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on an Eiffel Tower 

Structure 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

A high-level report recommending sweeping changes in how 

the government distributes $15 billion annually to subsidize 

the training of doctors has brought out the sharp scalpels of 

those who would be most immediately affected. 

The reaction also raises questions about the sensitive politics 

involved in redistributing a large pot of money that now 

goes disproportionately to teaching hospitals in the 

northeast U.S. All of the changes recommended would have 

to be made by Congress. Released Tuesday, the report for the 

Institute of Medicine called for more accountability for the 

funds, two-thirds of which are provided by Medicare. It also 
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funds, two-thirds of which are provided by Medicare. It also 

called for an end to providing the money directly to the 

teaching hospitals and to dramatically alter the way the 

funds are paid. The funding in question is for graduate 

medical education (GME), the post-medical school training 

of interns and residents required before doctors can be 

licensed to practice in any state. 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down a 1 built there! 

"We recognize we are causing some disruption," said Gail 

Wilensky, a health economist and co-chairwoman of the 

panel that produced the report. "But we think we are doing 

so in a thoughtful and careful way," including phasing in 

the payment changes over 10 years. Some of the major 

players in medical education don't see it that way, however. 

"Today's report on graduate medical education is the wrong 

prescription for training tomorrow's physicians," the 

American Hospital Association said Tuesday. "We are 

especially disappointed that the report proposes phasing out 

the current Medicare GME funding provided to hospitals and 

offering it to other entities that do not treat Medicare 

patients." The panel specifically proposes that funding for 

medical education be expanded beyond hospitals to clinics 

and other training sites in the community. "Most, if not all 

residencies must train physicians to treat a wide range of 

patients -- many of whom are under age 65 and not eligible 

for Medicare coverage," the report says. 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down amd 1 built there! 

The American Academy of Family Physicians welcomed the 

proposal "to shift funding away from the legacy hospital-

based system to more community-based training sites; 

including allowing funding to go directly to those 

organizations that sponsor residency training," AAFP 
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organizations that sponsor residency training," AAFP 

President Reid Blackwelder said in a statement. "By giving 

these organizations more control over how they train 

residents, the financial investment will better align with the 

health needs of a community." But the broader-based doctor 

group, the American Medical Association, reacted 

negatively, saying: "Despite the fact that workforce experts 

predict a shortage of more than 45,000 primary care and 

46,000 specialty physicians in the U.S. by 2020, the report 

provides no clear solution to increasing the overall number 

of graduate medical education positions to ensure there are 

enough physicians to meet actual workforce needs." That's 

because Wilensky's panel didn't agree with studies projecting 

a shortage of physicians. "There was not a consensus that 

there is a shortage going forward," said Wilensky, noting 

that rapid changes in medical practice, including sharply 

higher use of nonphysician health professionals such as 

physician assistants and nurse practitioners, might be 

enough to provide care to aging baby boomers and those 

obtaining coverage under the Affordable Care Act. 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

And even if a shortage occurs, the medical education system 

needs to better manage training since it now produces more 

specialists than primary care providers and leaves major 

areas of the country with too few practitioners, said Malcolm 

Cox, who recently retired from running the medical 

education program for the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

"Will an unregulated expansion produce the right physicians 

with the right skills in the right areas of the country?" he 

said at a panel discussion of the report. 

Wilensky, who ran Medicare when Congress overhauled the 

physician payment system in the early 1990s, said the 

chances for making such changes depend very much on 

lawmakers from states that currently get less funding --

which is most of them. Given the fact that a disproportionate 

amount of current funding goes to institutions "in New York, 

New Jersey, and Massachusetts," Wilensky said she's surprised 
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New Jersey, and Massachusetts," Wilensky said she's surprised 

"that everyone else has tolerated this peculiar distribution of 

funds" for so long. Whether change happens will depend on 

"whether some of the have-not states are willing to say 'wait 

a minute,'" she said. The New York teaching hospitals, in 

particular, are well-known for their clout on Capitol Hill. 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

"They are fantastically great in terms of their protection of 

their turf," said Bill Hoagland, a longtime Senate 

Republican staffer and now senior vice president of the 

Bipartisan Policy Center. "People talk about the third rail of 

politics as not touching Social Security. I have found that 

you touch anything dealing with medical education you get 

bombarded." By far the most heated criticism of the report's 

recommendations came from the Association of American 

Medical Colleges, which represents medical schools and the 

teaching hospitals they affiliate with. 

"While the current system is far from perfect, the IOM's 

proposed wholesale dismantling of our nation's graduate 

medical education system will have significant negative 

impact on the future of healthcare," said AAMC President 

and CEO Darrell Kirsh. "By proposing as much as a 35 

percent reduction in payments to teaching hospitals, the 

IOM's recommendations will slash funding for vital care 

and services available almost exclusively at teaching 

hospitals, including Level 1 trauma centers, pediatric 

intensive care units, burn centers, and access to clinical 

trials." But those supporting the IOM's recommendations say 

the system is in major need of change. "The current system is 

unsustainable," said Edward Salsberg, a former top official 

at the Bureau of Health Workforce at the Department of 

Health and Human Services. "Healthcare is moving to the 

community, but our system of financing graduate medical 

education is tied to inpatient care." This article, which first 

appeared July 30, 2014, was reprinted from 

kaiserhealthnews.org with permission from the Henry J. 

Kaiser Family Foundation. Kaiser Health News, an 
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Kaiser Family Foundation. Kaiser Health News, an 

editorially independent news service, is a program of the 

Kaiser Family Foundation, a nonprofit, nonpartisan health 

policy research and communication organization not 

affiliated with Kaiser Permanente. 

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion 

to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale 

Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will 

be torn down and 1 built there! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — 685 kids... 

www.electricwindmillford Escort made in 1997 would have 

super air bags on outside, A/C 24/7 dash cam with mic + 

speaker wifi too and No Head On Collision invention! by 

Greg! Air Force, limits itself to how the country’s most tech-

heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, 685 kids 

dead in hot cars! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — 685 kids left in hot cars 

died since 1998... The U.N. High Commissioner in Geneva will 

have to go public on these deaths caused by the UN 

suppressing the 1980 Model electricwindmillcar! Hell Mary B. 

will make a UN movie on this! You will cry your heart out 

and walk out of the Tropic Cinema, 685 kids left in hot cars 

died with UN Employees writing up the statistics! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - C.I.A. Admits Penetrating Senate 

Intelligence Computers By MARK MAZZETTI NY Times - Mary 

B. will make a Movie about the 685 kids tortured by the CIA... 

It will play at the Key West Tropic Cinema! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - AF Secretary Deborah Lee James of 

the Air Force, limits itself to how the country’s most tech-

heavy military service can adapt to looming threats of Major 

Movies about 685 kids left in hot cars since 1998... War 

Crimes of Course but how do the arrest the AF Generals! Movie 

Mary B. makes on these 685 kids will NOT be shown at the Air 

Force Academy in Colorado Springs for fear of Post 
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Force Academy in Colorado Springs for fear of Post 

Traumatic Shock! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - AF An Air Force strategic forecast, 

looking 20 years into the future and spurred in part by 

looming budget constraints, also calls for a faster pace, with 

lower price tags, in developing both airmen and the 

technology they use, warning that the current way of 

acquiring warplanes and weapons is too plodding. 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — UN will collapse like the 

World Trade Center Towers + a Eiffel Tower will be built on 

this land. Another Yale Key West Medical School built on a 

Eiffel Tower Structure. 1 of 1,001 to be built with the Windfall 

war crime suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, $777 

Trillion from $4 gas built MIT a War Toys Campus! Drones 

killed how many kids... MIT knows exactly how many kids 

were killed by MIT Drones, Greg would guess 19K. 

7-31-14 Voice of America - "The Weird Legalese Behind 

Argentina's$29-Billion Default" byKathy Gilsinan 

7-31-14 Voice of America - 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical 

Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure for Argentina as you 

can bet $777 Trillion dollars Argentina spen all $29 Billion 

on MIT War Toys! Kids + Toys! 

7-31-14 Voice of Greg + 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 

Announcement: Surgeon General's Call to Action to Prevent 

Skin Cancer MMWR 2014;63:656 

7-31-14 Voice of Greg + 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 

Announcement: Work 24/7 to invent a 1,001 SUV Sunscreen! 

7-31-14 Voice of Greg + 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 

Announcement: Notes from the Field: Outbreak of Pertussis in 

a School and Religious Community Averse to Health Care 

and Vaccinations — Columbia County, Florida, 2013 James 

Matthias, MPH, Cristina Dusek, P. Scott Pritchard, MPH, et al. 

MMWR 2014;63:655 

7-31-14 Voice of Greg + 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat 

Announcement: Note!!! Put it in the Water if it works! Now let 

greg and 4 MD wives brainstorm a way to put all vaccines in 
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greg and 4 MD wives brainstorm a way to put all vaccines in 

the H2O!!! 

7-31-14 Voice of iApps calling you... iApps pre loaded in the 

Futuristic Hemingway Novel written in Key West at the 

Hemingway House Writing Classes. Innovation in Medical 

Education Online FirstD.A. Asch and D.F. Weinstein | July 31, 

2014 | DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1407463 This Week at NEJM.org | 

July 31, 2014 Listen to the Weekly Audio Summary. Listen to 

the Weekly Audio Summary. This Week at NEJM.org iApps pre 

loaded will advance Medical Education like speed dating 

were half the responses are about futuristic Medical 

Innovations and the most asked question will be... Rx Cure 

for Breast Cancer, put it in the H2O if it works! Can Greg + 4 

Wife's invent this Rx? 

7-31-14 Voice of iApps calling you... Innovation in Medical 

Education Online advances to Innovation in Medical 

Education iApps emailed to your iPhone7s! 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — The U.N. High 

Commissioner Highest on Humanity wish list is a Rx Cure for 

Breast Cancer, if it works put it in the water... Dr. Nancy 

Would Say! Women are the "Soul" of Men yet Homeland 

Security protects the Social Security Office while OJ murders 

19K women in 2014. Wrong Turn... 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — "UN: Israel, Hamas May 

Be Guilty of War Crimes" Voice of America - GENEVA —. The 

U.N. High Commissioner 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West 

Medical Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure to be built with 

the Windfall from "war crimes" suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar driven around and around times 

Square in 1980... every year till 2014. 

7-31-14 Pentagon comments about yesterdays web page 

writings here... "Air Force Calls for Cheaper, Quicker Weapons 

Development" By HELENE COOPER at the New York Times. Wall 

Street Journal publishes the story no one could of visioned 

that the Air Force, Navy, Pentagon will lose 10% or more 

every year for the next several years... #1 InventSomething 

that will hear + observe Aliens! 
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7-31-14 intellectualabitly of a... There is only one way to 

Bankrupt the Pentagon... Find Aliens, NASA Top Brass don't 

have this iApp on their iPhone5s, Why? Brain Dead Top Brass 

at NASA. Time for 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA —

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA —

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA —

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA —

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA —

7-31-14 Voice of America - GENEVA — "#1 Winds of Fortune" 

$777 Trillion confiscated from gas station hold up by Saudi 

Arabia, given to this generation of High School kids via West 

Point because this will be the first generation of USA HS Kids 

that get paid just like West Point Cadets get a monthly pay 

check for going to the West Point University. Wow! Windfall 

for civilian innovation as 50% of the 1st generation to get 

this $777 Trillion will go on to Med School and or get a PhD. 

in iApp inventions! 

iPad with built in iPhone7s... 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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